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Do you have a Jeep, truck, SUV, or a van? If you said yes…then Rock Tamers® are for you!
Mudflaps, mud guards, splashguards, fenders…all the same idea and same principal.
What is the purpose of mudflaps and how can Rock Tamers help?

Websites:

Your factory mudflaps are an important feature on your vehicle. The mudflap acts as additional protection
for your fender. Rock Tamers goes a step further and creates another barrier for the debris that gets by the
OE style mudflap. In its simplest form, Rock Tamers keep your vehicle looking cleaner by limiting water/
debris splatter on the back of your vehicle. Those hard plastic mudflaps that come stock are not adjustable.
Rock Tamers are!! They can be micro adjusted up, down and side to side to give your vehicle and towable
the best protection. The oversized flaps (2 ft2, 3/8” thick, fiber reinforced) can be easily “shortened to
length” with a household utility knife on the predetermined score lines if necessary. Because of their sturdy,
heavy-duty design, Rock Tamers “sail” is limited and keeps them in place at highway speeds. Rock Tamers
are designed for hassle-free maintenance, with an easy on–off design and are easy to clean .
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Rock Tamers not only look great; they have purpose. While driving, your vehicle is constantly exposed to
chemicals, gravel, mud, dirt, tar, water, metal fragments, and other road debris. Rock Tamers not only protects what you tow, but also saves your vehicle from dirt and water spray. Your tires can kick up small objects on the highway, and Rock Tamers stops that debris from doing further, costly damage. See “Rock
Tamers Saves the Day” under testimonials on our website for an incredible example!
In addition to protecting your property, Rock Tamers takes protection to another level. Gravel, mud and dirt
can cause serious damage to not only what you tow, but to people as you pass by them as well. Yes, pedestrians. A set of Rock Tamers helps keep splashing to a minimum in wet conditions and when used in combination with the OE style mudflap provides an extra layer of protection for them too. Don’t forget about
potential damage to vehicles behind you. Every year, countless windshields are ravaged by rocks and other
flying debris from a vehicle in front of them. Rock Tamers creates an additional barrier to minimize the
damage you can unsuspectingly cause. Thanks to the special corrugated pattern on the backside of Rock
Tamers, road tar, winter chemicals, oil, and dirt stay in check on the mudflap, not on the vehicle behind you.
This same pattern directs water down towards the pavement and helps prevent those behind you from driving in unsafe, misty conditions.
And finally, remember that mudflap regulations and requirements vary from state to state in the U.S. and by
province in Canada. Please check locally to find out what is specifically required in your area. Whatever
level of protection you need, Rock Tamers is there to help!

Reminder: To m aintain accu r acy and to expedite or der s, please em ail you r
PO’s to accounting@cruiserframes.com or send in a fax at (719) 481-0626. Thank you.
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